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Two crucial games
left for the Rebels
The Rebels travel to Fayetteville this weekend to
face the Arkansas Razorbacks before hosting rival
Mississippi State in the Egg Bowl on Nov. 29.
Visit theDMonline.com for coverage of Saturday’s
game. For predictions from the schools’ sports editors, see page 9.

Adopt-A-Basket program provides UPD prepares for
Thanksgiving meals for families Egg Bowl weekend
TAYLOR BENNETT

tbennett@go.olemiss.edu

COURTESY: COULTER WARD

A volunteer organizes supplies for the Adopt-A-Basket program.

FERDERICA COBB

fscobb@go.olemiss.edu

The Associated Student Body,
the Big Event and the Office of
Volunteer Services partnered together once again for the 10th annual Adopt-A-Basket program,
which helps provide Thanksgiving meals for families.
Valerie Ross, associate dean of
students, said she started AdoptA-Basket ten years ago because
serving the community is near
and dear to her heart.
“Over the years, the need has
increased, and the community
has continued to provide more
support in order to meet these
needs,” Ross said. “I feel extremely fortunate to work at this

university where individuals are
so committed to helping each
other and working to make a difference.”
The program accepted food
donations on Tuesday through
Thursday of this week at the
Jackson Avenue Center, and volunteers helped to pack the baskets.
In each basket, there are two
cans each of corn and green
beans, a 5-pound bag of flour and
sugar, 3 pounds each of sweet
potatoes and white potatoes,
cranberry sauce, an onion and
sweetened condensed milk. Each
basket also contains a $35 gift
card to Wal-Mart, Kroger or Larson’s Cash Saver grocery store.
The Office of Volunteer Ser-

vices contacted organizations
such as Interfaith Compassion
Ministry, More Than a Meal,
Doors of Hope, as well as campus departments to get names of
those who might be in need of a
basket this Thanksgiving.
Coulter Ward, assistant dean
of students for student involvement, said right now, the program has about 260 names to
feed.
Kaitlyn Vogt, graduate assistant for volunteer services and
student involvement, helped to
coordinate the event this year.
“It’s a great way to be able to
give back to the Oxford community and to just highlight that
there are other people in Oxford

SEE BASKET PAGE 5

With what is being called the
most anticipated Egg Bowl in
Mississippi’s history, the University Police Department’s security plans for the Egg Bowl
will be the same as they were for
the Alabama game.
UPD Chief of Police Calvin
Sellers said the university is expecting as many people as the
stadium can hold.
“All of our games this year, except for Presbyterian, have been
sell-out games, so we expect that
much of a crowd,” Sellers said.
Vaught-Hemingway
Stadium’s capacity is 60,580. At the
Alabama game this season, the
attendance reached 61, 826
people and was the fourth most
attended game in the stadium’s
history. It was 832 attendees
short of beating the stadium’s
attendance record of 62,657 at
the Ole Miss vs. Alabama game
in 2009. The record atten-

dance for an Egg Bowl game at
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium is
60,245 attendants in 2002.
According to Sellers, despite
the influx of out-of-town fans
coming to Oxford, Egg Bowl
weekend will be a lot different
from Alabama weekend.
“The difference being that
both fans drive in for the game
and drive home,” Sellers said.
Since the Thursday before
the Egg Bowl is Thanksgiving,
Sellers said he is not expecting
heavy traffic in town or around
campus until the morning of the
game. The university will use
the same plans for traffic that
they always have, Sellers said.
According to Michael Harmon, captain of field operations
for UPD, no special security
plans will be used during Egg
Bowl weekend. Every operation
will be run just like it would be
for every other game, Harmon
said.

SEE EGG BOWL PAGE 4

GRAPHIC BY LOGAN KIRKLAND
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The Shoe
That shoe. That red shoe.
She had to have that red shoe.
And the left one, too, but that
was beyond the point. She’d
have to have them.
But how much? She had
gotten in trouble last time
when she spent money “unreasonably.” Was that the
word he had used to describe
it? Yep. Unreasonably. He always used words similar to
that when he discussed her.
Maybe she was unreasonable
and liked to spend money unreasonably.
Whatever.
That shoe. Its color stood on
the precipice of cherry red. It
was slightly darker, though.
Classier. Cherry red could be
seen as slutty or trampy. That
was the color her band director used to curse if he saw it
on fingernails.
No, that shoe was a more

sophisticated red. Marilyn
Monroe would have worn that
color on her lips, and every
man in her path would have
swooned at her smile.
She had to have it. But he
would be so mad.
She checked her own reflection in the window. Her eyes,
hair, and skin would look incredible with that red shoe.
She could hear everyone now.
“Where did you find them?”
“So stylish.”
She’d be the talk of the office in that shoe. Of course,
she would have both shoes,
but that was beyond the point.
But how much?
She pushed open the door
and walked inside.
That shoe. That red shoe.
It was a mantra chanted by
her heart, speeding up with
her heartbeat up when she
finally, finally, got her hands

on that shoe.
She flipped it over.
Oh! The price! He would
never like the price.
“What size?” a sales associate asked, knowing she had
made a decision.
Oh! The price! How angry
he would be if she bought that
shoe!
Whatever would she do?
That shoe. That red shoe.
She’d have to have that shoe.
“An 8, please,” she said.
Men come and go. Shoes are
forever.
And she was going to have
that shoe.

Mackenzie Hicks is a senior
journalism major from Athens, Alabama.
smhicks1@go.olemiss.edu

Ole Miss

Bookstore

Monday, Nov. 24 – 7:30am - 5pm
Tuesday, Nov. 25 – 7:30am - 5pm
Wednesday, Nov. 26 – 7:30am - 2pm
Thursday, Nov. 27 – Thanksgiving – Closed
Friday, Nov. 28 – 11am - 8pm
Sunday, Nov. 30 – 9am - 5pm

During the Egg Bowl • Saturday, Nov. 29, 7:30am - 4pm
If Ole Miss wins our hours will extend from 4 pm to 7 pm

door
buster

deals

7:30am - 10am
all clearance additional 50% off
10am- 12pm
all clearance additional 25% off

Santa will be visiting with cookies and milk!
Pictures are allowed and will be taken.

3 book signings of local authors:
Fletcher Law, “Receiving Grace in The Grove”
Jody Hill, “38: The Chucky Mullins Effect”
Linda Bullion Trusty, “Cherished Memories”

11am-1pm

free packaging for any holiday shopping • raffle for $50 to Barnes & Noble
The Ole Miss Bookstore Angel Tree
31614
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EGG BOWL
continued from page 1
“I’ve already made contact
with Mississippi State, and
they’re going to send more officers with the team and the
band,” Harmon said.
UPD is expecting the Egg
Bowl game to be bigger than the
Alabama game, Harmon said.
“I’ve been working here since
1991. I played football here, so I
know about the Ole Miss-Mississippi State rivalry,” Harmon
said. “Everything is magnified.”
According to Sellers, if arrests
have to be made during the
game, the Lafayette Count Sheriff’s Department will have a van
outside of the stadium and will
transfer violators to the Lafayette County Detention Center.
Sellers said he would be more
worried about campus violations made if the game were to
be against LSU.
“We’re all Mississippians at
this game,” Sellers said.
As for the use of cowbells,
Sellers said the university is not
responsible for cowbells that
have to be left outside of the stadium.
“Cowbells are not allowed in
our stadium,” Sellers said.
According to Sellers, fans will
not be allowed to leave cowbells
outside the gates where a lot of
fans usually leave umbrellas.
“They need to understand if
they bring a cowbell to a gate,
and we take that away from
them, they’re not going to get it
back,” Sellers said. “We’re going
to throw them in the Dumpster.”
As for students who may be
thinking of rushing the field,
UPD will have a plan in place if
that should take place.
“We’re always concerned
about students storming the
field. Hopefully, if that happens,
we have a plan in place for students not to disrupt the field this
time,” Harmon said.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Obama unveils executive immigration actions
WASHINGTON — Spurning
furious Republicans, President
Barack Obama unveiled expansive executive actions on immigration Thursday night to spare
nearly 5 million people in the
U.S. illegally from deportation
and refocus enforcement efforts
on “felons, not families.”
The moves, affecting mostly parents and young people,
marked the most sweeping
changes to the nation’s fractured
immigration laws in nearly three
decades and set off a fierce fight
with Republicans over the limits
of presidential powers.
In a televised address to the
nation, Obama defended the
legality of his actions and challenged GOP lawmakers to focus
their energy not on blocking
his measures but on approving
AP PHOTO BY: ALEX BRANDON
long-stalled legislation to take
Rosa
Lozano,
from
Washington,
left,
translates
the
speech
into
Spanish
as
Lita
Trejo,
from
El
Salvador,
and
Texas Democratic State
their place.
Rep.
Ramon
Romero,
listen
to
President
Obama’s
speech
on
a
tablet,
during
a
demonstration
in
front
of
the White House in
“To those members of ConWashington,
Thursday.
gress who question my authority to make our immigration sys- pects for the remainder of his the immigration debate to the at a union gathering in Fresno.
In New York City, however,
tem work better, or question the presidency, ensuring that the forefront of the campaign would
wisdom of me acting where Con- contentious debate will carry on hurt their chances of keeping a couple of protesters held “no
control of the Senate, though the amnesty” signs outside a New
gress has failed, I have one an- into the 2016 elections.
Republicans, emboldened by White House’s delay ultimately York union office where advoswer: Pass a bill,” Obama said,
cates of the president’s plan
flexing his presidential powers their sweeping victories in the did little to stem their defeats.
Obama insisted that his ac- were gathering to watch him and
just two weeks after his political midterms, are weighing responsstanding was challenged in the es to the president’s actions that tions did not amount to amnes- celebrate.
include lawsuits, a government ty.
“We have a lot of unemployed
midterm elections.
“Amnesty is the immigration Americans right now, and I don’t
As Obama spoke from the shutdown, and in rare instances,
system we have today — millions understand why unemployed
White House, immigration even impeachment.
“The president will come to of people who live here without Americans can’t be hired to do
supporters with American flags
draped over their shoulders regret the chapter history writes paying their taxes or playing by the jobs these illegals are doing,”
marched on Pennsylvania Av- if he does move forward,” Sen. the rules, while politicians use said John Wilson, who works in
enue outside carrying signs Mitch McConnell, the Kentucky the issue to scare people and contract management.
The White House insists
that read, “Gracias, Presidente Republican who is soon to be- whip up votes at election time,”
come the Senate majority lead- he said.
Obama has the legal authority
Obama.”
The main beneficiaries of the to halt deportations for parents
The address marked the first er, said before Obama’s address.
House Speaker John Boeh- president’s actions are immi- and for people who came to the
step in the White House effort
to promote the executive actions ner, R-Ohio, who has refused to grants who have been in the U.S. as children, primarily on
to the public. On Friday, Obama have his members vote on broad U.S. illegally for more than five humanitarian grounds. Officials
will speak at a campaign-style immigration legislation passed years but whose children are cit- also cited precedents set by preby the Senate last year, said izens or lawful permanent resi- vious immigration executive acrally in Las Vegas.
Despite Obama’s challenge to Obama’s decision to go it alone dents. After passing background tions by Democratic and RepubRepublicans to pass a broader “cemented his legacy of lawless- checks and paying fees, those lican presidents dating back to
immigration bill, his actions and ness and squandered what little individuals will soon be able to Dwight Eisenhower.
seek relief from deportation and
A senior administration offithe angry GOP response could credibility he had left.”
While Obama’s measures are get work permits. The adminis- cial said the decision to protect
largely stamp out those prossweeping in scope, they still tration expects about 4.1 million parents of citizens or lawful perleave more than half of the 11 people to qualify.
manent residents is in line with
million people living in the U.S.
Obama is also broadening his an existing law that allows adult
illegally in limbo. The president 2012 directive that deferred de- citizens to sponsor their parents
announced new deportation pri- portation for some young immi- for immigration. Obama’s plan
orities that would compel law grants who entered the country goes a step further because the
enforcement to focus its efforts illegally. Obama will expand eli- sponsoring citizen doesn’t have
on tracking down serious crim- gibility to people who arrived in to be an adult.
inals and people who have re- the U.S. as minors before 2010,
GOP lawmakers disagree with
cently crossed the border, while instead of the current cutoff of Obama’s claims of legal authorispecifically placing a low priori- 2007, and will lift the require- ty, calling his actions an unconty on those who have been in the ment that applicants be under stitutional power grab.
U.S. for more than 10 years.
31. The expansion is expected to
Republicans are weighing a
The president spent months affect about 300,000 people.
range of responses, including
trying to gain a House vote on
Applications for the new de- filing legal challenges and using
the Senate bill, frustrating im- portation deferrals will begin in must-pass spending legislation
migration advocates and some the spring. Those who qualify this fall to try to stop Obama’s
Democrats who wanted him to would be granted deferrals for effort. One lawmaker — Repubinstead take action on his own. three years at a time.
lican Rep. Mo Brooks of AlaWhile Obama had long insisted
Immigration-rights
activ- bama — has raised the specter of
that his powers to halt depor- ists gathered at watch parties impeachment.
tations were limited, the White around the country to listen to
GOP leaders have warned
House began seriously exploring the president announce actions against such talk and are seekoptions for unilateral action.
they have sought for years.
ing to avoid spending-bill tactics
Still, that process has been be“This is a great day for farm- that could lead to a government
set by delays, especially Obama’s workers. It’s been worth the shutdown. They say such moves
decision to hold off on announc- pain and sacrifice,” said Jesus could backfire, angering many
ing the executive orders until Zuniga, a 40-year-old who picks voters and alienating Hispanics
after the midterms. Some Dem- tomatoes in California’s Central for the next presidential elecocrats had feared that thrusting Valley and watched the speech tion.
31615
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BASKET
continued from page 1
besides the university because I
feel like we get caught in the university bubble and to show that
there is a need in the community,” Vogt said.
William Kneip, co-director of
finance and fundraising for Big
Event, said he is glad that Big
Event was able to use its platform
and connections with students,
faculty and staff to be able to help
promote Adopt-A-Basket.
“It’s great to be to be able to
bring attention to another organization, such as Adopt-A-Basket, and at the same time as we
promote Big Event during One
Big Week, we also get to highlight
the other great organizations in
Oxford, such as Adopt-A-Basket,
and really promote their values
and mission to do exactly what
we’re doing, which is further the
Oxford community,” Kneip said.
Sarah Threadgill, a sophomore
communication sciences and
disorders major, volunteered
to help pack boxes for Adopt-ABasket and said that it makes her
feel good to be able to help such a
worthy cause.
“I really like that on Thanksgiving, I’ll be able to know that
I helped feed other families this
year,” Threadgill said.
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International students plan for Thanksgiving
ANNA MCCOLLUM

aemccoll@go.olemiss.edu

In just a few days, most students will be packing their cars
and trading in parking and papers
for a week of family, American
tradition and food. But for those
whose home is halfway around
the world, that option lacks significance and practicality. These
international students, however,
are by no means deprived of possibilities when it comes to Thanksgiving break.
“Many of the students have
family in the States,” said Santiago Luzuriaga, a sophomore business management major from
Quito, Ecuador. “I have a cousin
in D.C., and she invited me, and
I think that happens with most of
my international friends. It’s kind
of one of those two — either you
get invited by a friend, and you
spend Thanksgiving with them,
or you’ve got family somewhere in
the States, and they’ll usually have
you over.”
The possibilities don’t end there,
however. International Student
Advisor Molly Fryman said this
year a group of students are going
to Las Vegas during Thanksgiving
break.
“During Thanksgiving, we offer
a trip at cost to them to go some-

where,” Fryman said. “We had
them vote between Chicago and
Las Vegas, and they chose Las Vegas.”
Taiwanese student Min-Yan
“Mike” Hsieh is at Ole Miss for his
second year as a civil engineering
graduate student, and he has yet
to spend his Thanksgiving break
in Oxford.
“This year, I’m going to Vancouver,” Hsieh said. “My friend
who studied here last year has an
internship in Vancouver, so I’m
going to see her.”
Hsieh is traveling to Canada by
himself — hardly a journey compared to the trip home, which
takes a minimum of 24 hours, according to Hsieh.
Fryman, who oversees 155 incoming study abroad students,
said this display of autonomy is
rather typical of them.
“Our groups tend to become
more and more independent, and
I don’t know why that is,” Fryman
said.
It may have to do with an ever-growing convenience in public
transportation, something upon
which many international students depend for mobility.
“Some of our trips that were
popular in the past have become
less popular, like New Orleans,”
Fryman said. “This year, we went

to Nashville instead because of
the Megabus. Most students have
already gone (to New Orleans)
on their own, so they don’t really
want to go with me.”
According to Fryman, the visit
to Nashville is another trip, like
the Thanksgiving trip, although
shorter, to introduce international
students to American culture.
“The idea is that they’re bringing their culture as well as learning our culture,” Fryman said.
For Hsieh, who only goes home
to Taiwan during summer and
winter breaks, the school-organized trips are not an option, but
neither is staying in Oxford.
“Last year, I went to Jackson,”
he said. “Every international student is crazy about Black Friday.
We don’t have any kind of holiday
like that.”
According to Hsieh, he and his
friends also spent a few days in
New Orleans over the break last
year. He admitted that although
staying in Oxford is not appealing,
it would be a wise thing for him to
do.
“I shouldn’t go traveling,
though,” he said. “As an engineering student, your final exam is really hard to prepare for. I should
be studying.”
If Hsieh were to do so, however, he would find the town quieter

than usual; most businesses will
close on Thursday, public transportation won’t run and options
for food on campus will be very
limited. These are bleak conditions for a student who is already
feeling homesick, like Hsieh.
“First semester, everything’s
really interesting. Then second
semester is a little boring, and you
start to get homesick,” Hsieh said.
“This semester, I just want to go
home.”
However, sometimes international students get to go home
with a mentor, according to Fryman, to partake in the American
holiday.
“It’s kind of a cultural thing,”
Fryman said. “But if they get the
opportunity to do something like
that, they usually take it.”
The program is called the Global Ambassadors, and according to
Fryman, it works to match up an
international exchange student
with a student from the U.S. like
an peer mentoring program.
Thanksgiving, while an American holiday, is well known to international students, according to
Luzuriaga.
“It’s not a thing outside the
States,” Luzuriaga said. “But obviously, everybody knows about
Thanksgiving. You see it on the
movies.”

Congratulations to our new initiates of Phi Mu!
Abigail Nicole Oehler
Alex Sczurek
Alexa Ann Johnson
Alexandra Katherine Franke
Alexis Danielle Odom
Alice Cameron Norman
Alle Bryant
Allison Michelle Achord
Allison Nicole Horton
Allison Suzanne Doty
Allyson Nicole Colyar
Alyssa Christine Theobald
Amy Sanderson
Ana Christine Nicolich
Anastasia Margaret Wilson
Anmol Kaur Chhina
Ann Olivia Spragins
Anna Caroline Awtry
Anna Caroline Keefe
Anna Kay Marlar
Anna Louise Gardner
Anniston Liscomb
Ashley Lauren Ramirez
Ashley Stidham
Autumn Brooke Carey
Aynslie Jensen Fritz
Bailey Kathleen Dunavin
Bailey Olivia Bracken
Brooke Jones
Brooke Lucas
Brooklyn Dakota Garland
Caitlyn Mary Connell
Carly Erin Murphy
Carly Michelle Garrison
Cassidy Baldwin
Channing Hoover

Chelsea Richelle Ballew
Christina Jane Johnson
Claudia Caplinger
Colleen Chauncey
Courtney Kristina Lardas
Danielle Sarcia
Darby Frances McNeal
Darby Katelyn Mills
Dessa Paul
Dylan Nicole Smith
Elane McNeill Reed
Elizabeth Jamell Benner
Elizabeth Jordan Craig
Elizabeth Wylot
Ellen Carol McDowell
Elyssa Ann Maluso
Emily Jane Alcorn
Emily Jane Bleyer
Emily Johnston
Emily Marie Hoffman
Emmy Suzanne Thompson
Gabrielle Del Castillo Arceo
Halleigh Ann Derrick
Hallie Sinclaire Skelton
Hannah Christine Oliver
Hannah Elisabeth O’Donnell
Hannah Elizabeth Osbon
Hannah Greer Adair
Hannah Jordan Lewandowski
Hannah Laine Criswell
Hannah Lee Hyde
Hayley Madison Colvard
Hayley Margaret Bair
Jackson Woodward Roe
Janu Patel
Julia Lee Ashley
Julia Marie Hogan

Julianne Quinn
Kaitlyn Grace Walker
Karlie Brooks England
Katarina Marie Pittman
Katherine Elizabeth Glenn
Kaylee Breann Heuring
Kelley Blair Nesler
Kennedy Finn
Krystina Nicole Rocha
Lana Nicole Ferguson
Laura Elizabeth Terry
Laura McCoy
Lauren Brooke King
Lauren Elizabeth Nichols
Lauren Elizabeth Sigl
Lindsay Summer Dawson
Lindsey Nicole Dunn
Maddie Alexis Snyder
Madeline Jane Isenhower
Madelyn Chandler Allison
Madi Paige Todd
Madison Elizabeth Bandler
Maia Kathleen Pimperl
Mallory Jayne Mayfield
Marcella Grace Purtill
Margaret Catherine Wall
Margaret Rose Hovan
Margot Douraghy
Maria Maune
Marlee Sue Bradley
Marlowe Rae Pugh
Mary Kathryn Brister
Mary Margaret Hyer
Mary Randall Ivy
Maura Eileen Jones
McKayla Brooke Nelson
Megan Elise McLeod

Megan Marie Smidebush
Megan Pinion
Meghan Anna Sharp
Michaela Maria Vommoro
Michelle Nguyen
Miranda Catherine Craft
Miranda Ellen Siebert
Molly Katherine Maclin
Molly Randles
Morgan Alivia Humphrey
Morgan Leach
Natalie Louise Williams
Nina Resmini
Olivia Camille Smith
Peyton Angela Folkes
Phaedra Nicole Craig
Phoebe Quinn Marquez
Prianna Patel
Rachael Duda
Rachel Anne Mudd
Rachel Christine Smith
Rebecca Lynn McCarthy
Rebekah Crain
Sabrina Colan
Sarah Maycee Fendley
Scottlynn Sheridan
Sheffield Spence
Shelby Taylor Matthews
Sutton Katherie Wilkinson
Sydney Elizabeth Malone
Sydney Kathryn Olson
Taylor Alexander Prance
Taylor Ann Huey
Tore Lynn Christiansen
Whitney Murphy Fredriksen

31682
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Fashion Column: Commodity in the fashion world
ALEX PRESLEY

aspresle@go.olemiss.edu

COURTESY: H&M

I remember crinkling the brilliant violet chiffon in my small
fingers as my friends whispered
around me about the “million
dollar dress.” When my mom
told me to try it on, I was elated — almost as much as I was
when she took it to the counter
to buy it.
Clearly, this dress did not
cost one million dollars, but as
children, the hype around new
clothes has gotten blown out of
proportion. This dress would
become my favorite dress as a
child, not only because it was
pretty and my favorite color,
but also because, even if it was
a false belief, my dress was exclusive.
Alexander Wang’s recent collection for H&M was released
just over a week ago. I was
aware of how these designer collections tend to sell out within
minutes, so I braced myself by
setting my alarm an hour earlier
than when the collection went
live. I felt that the skull-cap with
the solitary word “Wang” would
be a hundred times cooler than
just a basic black skull-cap.
All of my selections (which

NewsWatch
5 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.
Channel 99

Weekdays 5 pm
The 30-minute show
is the ONLY LOCAL
television newscast
generating news
directly to and for
Ole Miss, Oxford, and
Lafayette County.

*Rebroadcast at 10 p.m.
36064

would have been perfect for
my spring ski trip) had sold
out within minutes. At H&M
on 558 Broadway in New York
City, bracelets were given out to
the first 420 people in line for a
15-minute spot in the store.
While Alexander Wang’s
clothing is remarkable, it was a
smart move for him to make it
a bit more affordable by doing
a line for fast-fashion retailer
H&M. I must stress the “bit”
here. The funny thing is that
this line was really not much
cheaper than his diffusion line
“T” by Alexander Wang, which
you do not see people lining up
to buy or crashing sites.
For me, it was the feeling of
having to race to, maybe, be
one of the lucky few who would
get to have these items for a –
slightly – smaller amount than
I would have normally.
I think a lot of what makes
fashion something interesting
to observe and study is its element of exclusivity that inevitably comes with it. People, by
nature, are always going to want
what they don’t have.
We come by it honestly. We
are constantly surrounded with
images of everyday things that
we simply cannot obtain.
Maybe the market has us all
figured out after all. People
love to dream. We love to fantasize and envision how our lives
would be with these things that
would, perhaps in our minds,
help us come a little bit closer to
the person that we want to be.
Nothing can match the feeling of walking into Saks Fifth
Avenue, Neiman Marcus or
Harrods and being surrounded
with an atmosphere that cannot even be fully explained. I
suddenly get in a better mood,
and I find myself in my usual
habit of making friends with
every single salesperson I come
in contact with. Even the water
they give you tastes better and
more pure.
The question that I always
end up asking myself, after I
come home with a $35 bar of
soap and begin examining my
sanity, is if it is really worth it.
Is it all a trick being played on
us? If the beautiful displays and
sense of luxury are all a ruse,
then what?
I think back to when I had an
epiphany in one of these stores
a couple of years ago.
I saw a woman who was surrounded with many full bags,
but the expression on her face
said it all. That’s when I realized
that what was in those bags was
fine and great; however, if one
does not have a happy, full life
to live them in, perhaps they are
meaningless.
Clothing is something that
gives life color. Dressing is a
brilliant form of expression. No
matter where you shop or what
you wear, if it is from the heart,
it is beautiful.
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DM staff Thanksgiving traditions

LACEY RUSSELL

MADDIE THEOBALD
Design Editor

Lifestyles Editor

CLARA TURNAGE

DYLAN RUBINO
Sports Editor

Assistant News Editor

It’s an unspoken tradition for
my grandmother to make her
homemade red velvet cake. I’m
convinced those three layers
and the icing that binds them
are the 8th and 9th wonders of
the world.

My family and I always go
to the theater and and pick
the funniest movie to watch
together. This year’s is the Penguin Madagascar movie.

My sisters and I always dreaded Thanksgiving. The days
before we cleaned for a horde
of cousins. Now, in college, I
am the family member coming
home, and I couldn’t anticipate
it more.

My favorite Thanksgiving
tradition is watching football
and my family playing our
annual touch football game in
the backyard. I know it’s such
a sports editor answer to give,
but it’s the truth.

I love going up to New Jersey
to see my extended family
since I only get to see them
once a year.

ALLI MOORE

MAGGIE MCDANIEL

Editor-in-Chief

THOMAS GRANING

Multimedia Editor

Design Editor

Every Thanksgiving, my
My favorite tradition is just being with my family. It’s a great family eats a scrumptious feast
before my mom and I plan
day to relax and spend time
together. There is no worrying our crusade for consumerism,
where we race other people
about what has to be done. It’s
for highly discounted shoes,
just family and spending time
electronics and luggage.
focusing on being together.

SIERRA MANNIE
Opinion Editor

CADY HERRING

Photography Editor

The best part for me is experi- I go to my grandma’s house in
encing the cross-generational Georgia with almost 30 of my
party that throws down. The cousin, aunts, and uncles - and
oldest person at home is at
it’s awesome. Even though
least seventy, and the youngest we have so many people, she
person isn’t even a year old
always bakes a cherry pie
yet. It feels like you’re being
because it’s my favorite.
hugged by at least six actualized Punnett squares - I have a
huge, awesome family.

31684

KYLIE MCFADDEN

News Editor

Managing Editor

SARAH PARRISH

MACKENZIE HICKS

I enjoy getting to relax and
spend time with my family.
And let’s be real, the food is
great too.

My Thanksgiving breaks are
always underscored by the
dread of all the work I still
have to finish, but I love when
my family gets together for
that one, worry-free meal. It’s
escapism at its most delicious.

I love waking up to watch the
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
parade. My mom and I have
done it every year, and it’s not
Thanksgiving for me without
it or the National Dog Show in
Philadelphia, of course.

LOGAN KIRKLAND

DANIELLE MINUS
Design Editor

Digital Content Coordinator

My favorite Thanksgiving
tradition includes watching
the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
parade with my brothers and
sisters and helping my mom
cook dinner while we gossip
and catch up with each other.

My Thanksgiving mornings
are always started with helping my momma prepare all of
the food while watching the
Macy’s Day Parade.

My favorite Thanksgiving
tradition is cooking cakes with
my family and shopping on
Black Friday.

News Editor

Copy Chief

KRISTIN JACKSON
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Local chefs’ favorite Thanksgiving dishes
DUSTIN LITTLE

McEwen’s chef

Some of my thanksgiving favorites are deep fried Cajun
turkey, asparagus and blue cheese casserole with shaved
prosciutto and my mom’s sweet potato pie. I like the turkey because frying it gets the outside crispy while keeping
the inside juicy. I like the casserole because it’s delicious! I
love my mom’s sweet potato because ... Well, it’s my mom’s
sweet potato pie!

SHANNON ADAMS
Honey Bee Bakery chef

LYNN HEWLETT
Owner Taylor Grocery

Shannon’s favorite Thanksgiving food is a leftover turkey
sandwich at the end of the night. She loves this holiday treat
because it combines all the best parts of the meal: homemade
bread, roasted turkey, delicious gravy, mashed potatoes, and
— of course — cranberry relish!

Well my favorite Thanksgiving menu is turkey and
dressing, candied sweet potatoes, turnip greens, mashed
potatoes and gravy, and pecan pie. My grandmothers
made the best dressing and they could actually cook a
turkey. It’s what we always had and I guess it brings back
thoughts of that time.

THE
BIG DEAL
50
5
PICK-UP ONLY

10 Large sLices $

CORBIN EVANS

36050

Oxford Canteen chef/owner

I love Thanksgiving. I love the smells and the tastes and especially the leftovers. But my favorite dish is my grandmother’s lazy susan. May sound odd, but she filled it up with all the
amazing foods and pickles and relish items that I still associate with Thanksgiving dinner
to this day. The canned, pitted black olives, which my brother and sister and our cousins
would always put on our fingertips and eat one at a time. The red stuffed green olives, that
we mostly stayed away from. The pickled watermelon rind, which I still make today. The
cranberry relish out of the can and the fresh stuff she made with apples and oranges and
fresh ginger. The pickled red crabapples – weird taste, but delicious. The Bread and Butter
chips – the recipe I use here at canteen. The candied beets, yuck then – love them now. I
miss that lazy susan. It was like a merry-go-round of fun for us kids and it kept us busy
while all the other food got passed around family style.

Puzzles by KrazyDad

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

3 4

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

3
9
8

4
5
7

6

4
3

4
6
2
1

7

8

3
9

1
9
5

7

9 5 2
3 4 8
7 1 6
8 2 3
5 6 4

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

9
5
6
1
2
8
7

5 6
9 3

Sudoku #6
4 2 7 6 8 3 9
3 1 6 2 9 5 4
8 5 9 1 4 7 6
6 4 5 8 3 2 7
2 8 1 7 6 9 3
7 9 3 4 5 1 2
1 7 8 3 2 6 5
9 7 8 1
5 1 4 8
2

6
1
8
4

2
5
3
7
9

1 9
4 5
6 8
9 4
3 2
7 6

1 9
2
5
6 9
2
8
5
4
7

2

4

INSANE

1

8

HOW TO PLAY

Sudoku #5
4 1 7 8
6 2 5 1
9 3 8 2
1 7 4 9
2 9 3 7
8 5 6 4
7 4 1 6
5 6 9 3
3 8 2 5

7

3

9
6
4
7
3
5
2
8

4 8 9
8 4 1
1 6 7
6 3 2
7 1 6
3 5 8
2 9 5
9 2 4
5 7 3

4

2

2

8
7 4

8

Insane Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 10

Sweer's Impossibility Theorem:
Nothing can be both completely general and internally consistent at the
same time.

9

1
2

Sudoku #8
3 6 1 5 7
2 9 7 6 3
4 5 8 2 9
1 4 9 8 5
5 8 3 4 2
6 7 2 9 1
7 1 4 3 8
8 3 5 7 6
9 2 6 1 4

Sudoku #5

SUDOKU©

1

3

5 1
8 7

scratch area

9 7 6 2

4

1

8 3 5

4

5

3

8 1 6 2

7

9

1603 W jACKsON AvE, OxfOrd

Sudoku #7
5 8 7 2 6 4 3 1
4 2 9 5 3 1 8 7
3 1 6 9 8 7 2 5
6 9 5 8 1 3 4 2
8 4 1 7 2 5 9 6
2 7 3 6 4 9 1 8
9 3 8 1 5 6 7 4
1 5 4 3 7 2 6 9
7 6 2 4 9 8 5 3

OPEN LATE
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Editor to editor: The Arkansas Traveler
THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
DYLAN RUBINO

thedmsports@gmail.com

Rain, rain, go away.
The forecast for Fayetteville
is a high of 59 degrees with a
50 percent chance of rain. Just
two days ago, it was supposed
to be a downpour for the SEC
showdown against Arkansas,
but that has quickly changed.
Rain in the forecast may
very well lead to a sloppy game
in terms of execution and ball
security. As junior offensive
lineman Justin Bell said Tuesday, protecting the ball is going to be the main factor in
controlling the game. But Bell
added that rain “is just an element of the game.”
The Landshark defense has
been great all season, leading
the country in scoring defense
and giving up an average of
11.9 points per game. The Rebel defense is better equipped
to handle speed on opposing offenses rather than size
and power. That was evident
against LSU, where the power
running game drained the Ole
Miss defense and cost them

greatly.
Arkansas may provide a
more difficult challenge than
LSU, especially with rain in
the forecast.
The two-headed monster
for Arkansas at running back
is sophomore Alex Collins
and junior Jonathan Williams, both of whom give defensive coordinators headaches to plan against. Collins
has rushed for 886 yards this
season, and Williams has 932
yards on the season. Each back
has scored 11 touchdowns to
total 22 rushing scores. That’s
a lot to handle.
The offense isn’t just a fierce
running game, however. Junior quarterback Brandon Allen has drastically improved
his game from last season.
With 1,232 passing yards last
season, Allen has 1,905 yards
this season with 15 touchdowns and five interceptions.
That ratio is better than the 13
touchdowns and 10 interceptions Allen had last season.
The Rebels haven’t played
in the elements so far this season, and it could cost them.
The up-tempo style of play on
offense for Hugh Freeze could
be slowed down with the rain.

The result could be a lot of
turnovers and miscues on offense that haunt the Rebels.
The bye week will help the
Rebels with injuries and give
them an extra week to prepare for Arkansas’s physical
offense.
The makings of a trap game
for Ole Miss before the Egg
Bowl will play a big factor in
the outcome. The game will
be close throughout the entire
contest, but I think the weapons on offense for Ole Miss
will be too much for the Razorbacks to handle.

OLE MISS 24, ARKANSAS 17
THE ARKANSAS TRAVLER
SPORTS EDITOR
SCOTTIE BORDELON

gbordelo@email.uark.edu

The Arkansas football team
finally broke through in SEC
play last weekend against No.
20 LSU, shutting out the Tigers 17-0. After several close
calls and missed opportunities, the Razorbacks put together a full game and moved
one step closer to becoming

bowl eligible.
The 70,000 plus in Razorback Stadium brought back
an energy that had been missing since 2011 when Arkansas
was among the top teams in
the country. Players, coaches
and fans celebrated together
on the field after the win, but
the mood and focus quickly
changed to No. 8 Ole Miss.
Sitting at 5-5, Bret Bielema’s
Razorbacks are well ahead of
schedule in the rebuilding process and one win away from
becoming bowl eligible in year
two of his regime, needing
just one win over the final two
weeks of the regular season.
Not much was expected of
the team entering the season,
and many thought the cellar
of the vaunted SEC West is
where Arkansas would stay for
a third straight year.
Enter Ole Miss, Arkansas’s
sixth game against a top 10
opponent, No. 8 in the latest
College Football Playoff rankings and boasting the nation’s
top-scoring defense.
The key matchup will be up
front between the front seven
of the Rebel defense and Arkansas’s offensive line. The
size of the Razorback line has

been well documented, especially early in the season, but
has struggled to impose its will
on conference foes.
If Arkansas is able to get its
running game going, it will
also free up junior quarterback
Brandon Allen in play-action
passing situations to his tight
ends sophomore Hunter Henry and senior AJ Derby.
Another factor in deciding
the outcome will be the play of
senior Bo Wallace. The Rebel
quarterback threw for a career-high 416 yards and three
touchdowns last season but
is now without top receiver
sophomore Laquon Treadwell.
If Wallace can make enough
plays against a much improved
Arkansas defense, the Rebels
will be in good shape.
The Razorbacks win in a very
competitive, smashmouth, low
scoring game that comes down
to the fourth quarter. Without
Treadwell in the passing game,
however, Arkansas’s defense
will hone in on the Rebel run
game, keeping Wallace mostly
in check.

ARKANSAS 17, OLE MISS 13

SATURDAY
FREE
Beer
&
BBQ
on the upstairs patio
STARTS AT 2 PM

Ole Miss vs.
Arkansas

Join us on
Thanksgiving
at 3 pm
for free food

@ 2:30 pm

please drink responsibly

120 South 11th Street • 662.234.1411
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Four Downs: Arkansas

Featuring DM sports editor Dylan Rubino (@drubino11) and football writer Cody Thomason (@therealcodythomason)

The Arkansas running game is the
strong point of the offense. How do
you think the Rebel defense will hold
up against the Razorback run game?

The forecast for the game Saturday
says there is a 50 percent chance of
rain. If it rains, how will that affect
the game?

This is first SEC game in which Wallace will be throwing to a new group
of wide receivers. How will they fare
against the Arkansas defense?

Will there be rust from the Rebels
after a bye week?

Dylan- Arkansas running backs sophomore
Alex Collins and junior Jonathan Williams
have almost 1,000 yards each in rushing
for the season. Not many teams have been
able to stop them, despite the Razorbacks
only having one SEC win to show for it. The
big, physical offensive line Arkansas has
sets up the running game for big gains
up the middle. I don’t think the Rebels
can necessarily stop the rushing attack for
Arkansas, but they can slow it down. If the
defense cannot give up many big runs
to Arkansas and force quarterback junior
Brandon Allen to beat them, then Ole Miss
will be on the right track to a win on the
road.

Dylan- If rain is in the forecast, I think
that helps the style of play for Arkansas.
In wet environments, the football gets
slick, making the passing game less
affective. If it does rain, Ole Miss senior
quarterback Bo Wallace could struggle
mightily in the passing game, and the
offense will have to rely more on the
running game, which has struggled
throughout the season. The running
game will be a big factor in the outcome
of the game if it rains, especially for the
Razorbacks. Tackling will be hard if it
rains, and it will be hard to wrap up the
opponent and get the tackle. We could
see sloppy gameplay Saturday.

Dylan- In Ole Miss’ last game against
Presbyterian, Wallace found his second favorite target, senior Vince Sanders, for 110
yards and two scores. Wallace will look to
find Sanders often against Arkansas in the
absence of sophomore Laquon Treadwell.
Sophomore tight end Evan Engram will
be another usual suspect Wallace will look
for. Against Arkansas, there will have to be
more options for Wallace in order to get
the win. Players like junior Cody Core and
sophomore Quincy Adeboyejo will have to
step up in order for the offense to flourish.
There may be some rust from the passing
game in the first SEC contest with a new
group of wide receivers, but they will click
eventually and make some plays.

Dylan- Whenever the bye week comes,
there will always be some rust. Not
playing in an actual game for a week
slows the momentum of a winning
football team. This bye week is different for Ole Miss. Getting players
healthy was the main focus for the final
two games of the season, which are
both against SEC opponents. Sophomore offensive lineman Laremy Tunsil
will return from a partially torn bicep,
and senior safety Cody Prewitt comes
back from a shoulder injury. Tunsil and
Prewitt returning will help the team
greatly. An extra week to prepare for
Arkansas’s physical offense doesn’t
hurt either.

Cody- Although Arkansas has a very good
defense, especially on the line, I expect
Wallace to be fine without Treadwell. Although Treadwell was possibly the Rebel’s
best playmaker on offense, Sanders and
Core have played very well all season, and
Adeboyejo and freshman Markell Pack
have both shown promise. I expect this
group to step up for the loss of Treadwell,
and it can’t be forgotten that tight end Engram basically adds another wide receiver
to Wallace’s arsenal and can create a lot of
mismatches. If the passing game suffers, I
expect it to be because of the weather, not
because of the wide receivers.

Cody- I think there is always a little
rust after a bye week. That being said,
I think the bye week will overall be
beneficial to the Rebels in their attempt to stop Arkansas from upsetting
them. The Rebels needed extra time to
game-plan and figure out ways to stop
an Arkansas offense built on power
running and deep play actions and to
determine the best way to move the
ball against a defense that held LSU to
just 36 yards rushing. Bye weeks can
always slow a team down, but I think,
in this case, the extra time to study
up for a touch opponent in an away
stadium outweighs the bad.

Cody- The Rebel defense will have to play
their absolute best to try and stop the Razorback’s two-headed monster of Williams
and Collins at running back. Both backs
show tremendous power and are running
behind one of the biggest offensive lines
in the country, which should cause plenty
of problems for an undersized Ole Miss
defense. For Ole Miss to slow them down,
they have to use their speed to close
the gaps and play some larger players
in hopes that it will partially negate the
Razorback’s size advantage. Overall, I
expect Arkansas to have a good game on
the ground but not so good that it puts the
game out of reach for the Rebels.

Cody- Rain always has an effect on the
passing game and tends to steer both
offenses towards running the ball. This
is great for Arkansas, as they excel at
running the football, but is problematic
for the Rebels as they have struggled
with the run game all season and relied
on the pass for much of their offense.
The Ole Miss offense has prepared for
the weather, but rain certainly never
helps a quarterback or his wide receivers.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in
session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL • 662.915.5503

APARTMENT FOR RENT
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000
1 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE recently remodeled. Available immediately.
$475/month. Contact Tom Fitts with
Fitts Realty & Investment Company
(662)801-1300

HOUSE FOR RENT
NEW 2 BED/2 BATH available JAN 1st
@ Cypress Park - large bedrooms w/
walk-in closets, vaulted ceilings, security system, granite style countertops,
front porch & patio. Only 2 minutes from
campus! $825/monthly. Call (662)8328711
3 BEDROOM/2 BATH available Jan
1st, on the corner of Anderson and Anchorage. $1200/ month. (662)607-2400

3 BEDROOM HOUSE 3br/2ba house
in Shiloh. $1050/month. Available now.
Contact Tom Fitts with Fitts Realty & Investment Company. (662)801-1300

WEEKEND RENTAL
EGG-BOWL WEEKEND. 2bdr., 3+bath,
sofa-sleeper & 2-rollaways. Large backporch. 18 miles to campus on Hwy 6.
$1,900. wknd./ 3nts-max. Contract- No
smoking. No pets. (662)816-4404
WEEKEND RENTALS Coming to Oxford for a weekend? Check with Kay before you call a hotel! www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

HEALTH & FITNESS
RELAX Student Special! $65 Full
Body Massage! Must mention ad! Limited time offer. Exp. Nov. 28th www.
TherapeuticBliss.com (662)234-3400

Buy It.
Sell It.
Find It.
in the DM
Classifieds.
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OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

Ole Miss moves to 3-0 with win over Southern

Ole Miss finished the game
on a 15-2 run, as the Rebels (30) pulled away for a 91-68 win
over Southern on Thursday
night. Four players finished in
double figures, paced by the
senior forward duo of Tia Faleru and Danielle McCray.
Faleru led all players with a
season-high 29 points and a
career-high 19 rebounds, two
points shy of her career high in
points. It was her second double-double of the season and
the 21st of her career, moving
her into sole possession of seventh place on the school’s alltime double-doubles list.
“I’m really excited about
getting that win,” head coach
Matt Insell said. “I know it was
a grind there for a little bit, but
we pushed it out there at the
end because of our defense.”
McCray was a rebound shy
of a double-double, finishing
with a career-high 18 points
and a season-high nine rebounds, while junior guard
Gracie Frizzell and freshman
guard Kiara Golden added 13
points and 11 points, respectively.
Faleru and McCray also
helped Ole Miss to a 59-36
rebounding advantage, including 27-15 on the offensive
glass, which helped the Rebels
overcome a 41 percent shooting night and 22 turnovers.
“She brought intensity, and
I came along with her,” said
Faleru of McCray. “The more
energy she had, the more energy I had, and that’s what led
the team today. That’s what
seniors do. They step up in
crunch-time.”
Ole Miss jumped out to a
13-5 lead by the first media
timeout, stretching the lead
to 20-7, but Southern battled
back, drawing to within four
points and keeping the Rebels’
lead in single digits for much
of the half.
The Rebels shot just 28 percent (12-of-43) from the field
and committed 16 turnovers

PHOTOS BY: THOMAS GRANING

Top: Tia Faleru grabs a rebound past Southern gaurds Ashley Williams and Britney Washington. Bottom: Shequila Joseph takes a shot past Southern’s Micah Garvin.
on the way to a 38-32 halftime
lead. McCray led all players
with 11 first-half points, while
Faleru led the way with 11 rebounds.
“We got really sped up early
on and we got careless with the
basketball and turned it over,”
Insell said. “We had 16 turnovers at the half and that’s not
us. We don’t do that. I talked
to them about slowing down
and not playing so timid and
scared, but playing relaxed,
and they did that in the second
half.”
Ole Miss battled foul trouble
in the second half, as freshman guards Toree Thompson
and A’Queen Hayes picked up
their respective fourth personal fouls before the first media
timeout. Without Thompson
and Hayes, senior guard Amber Singletary stepped in at the
point, and the Rebels leaned
on Faleru, who responded
with 24 second-half points.

Southern got to within one,
down 51-50 with 14:46 left,
and kept it close before Ole
Miss pulled away late. The
Rebels pushed the lead to 10,
74-64, on a pair of free throws
from Faleru with 5:24 and led
by double digits the rest of the
way.
The Ole Miss women’s basketball team is back in action
Sunday when they welcome
Middle Tennessee State to the
Tad Smith Coliseum. The Rebels and Blue Raiders will tip
off at 3 p.m. in the first game
of a doubleheader with the
men’s team who will take on
Northern Arizona.
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Ole Miss beats Southern 69-38 in Thursday matchup
JIMMY ANDERSON
jbander2@go.olemiss.

No upset this time in Oxford
as the Rebels cruised to a win
Thursday night over Southern
University by a score of 69-38
in the first game of the Emerald Coast Classic. With the
victory, the Rebels now move
to 2-1 on the season.
After dropping the home
opener to Charleston Southern last week, Ole Miss
bounced back with a dominant defensive performance,
holding Southern University
to 28 percent shooting and
forcing 22 turnovers.
The Rebels got out to a slow
start early, only being up 1510. They then went on a 22-5
run over the final 12:24 of the
first half to go up 37-15.
Ole Miss cruised along in

the second half with Southern
never really threatening to get
the game inside 20 points.
Head coach Andy Kennedy
put 11 players into the game,
and all 11 of them played more
than ten minutes, but not one
player played more than 22
minutes.
“It’s obvious that I’m still
mixing and matching,” Kennedy said. “Now, I had a new
guy to add in A.J. (senior forward Aaron Jones). Just trying to find the right combinations.”
All of those combinations
Kennedy put in resulted in a
smothering defense from the
Rebels.
“I’ll tell you what, I’m proud
of, really for six halves, how
we’ve guarded,” Kennedy
said. “Our field goal percentage defense is really the big-

gest barometer of whether
or not you’re defending is
around 30 percent.”
The offense never got into
any consistent flow during
the game. It was mainly due
to the fact that Kennedy has
been subbing many players in
and out of the game. Ole Miss
finished shooting 40 percent
from the field and 33.3 percent from behind the arc.
Kennedy said it has been
hard to find a rhythm, but he
didn’t want to make the excuse of rotating guys in and
out. He said it is mainly due
to the fact that the execution
on offense has been poor.
“We are not finishing
shots, whether it be at the
rim, through contact or open
shots,” Kennedy said. “I know
we are a much better 3-point
shooting team than what we
have shown throughout three
games.”
Every player who stepped
on the court tonight was able
to score a basket. Leading the
way was junior guard Stefan
Moody with 13 points, and
senior guard LaDarius White
followed with 12 of his own.
A big part of the Rebels’
stingy defense and consistent
production on offense the first
three games has been White.
“I feel more confident in
myself,” White said. “I think
I’ve prepared myself well to
have a good season, and I just
want to be the best I can be.”
On the collective defense
the Rebels have put together,
White said it has been trust in
each other and trust in the rotation that is going to be there
to make this defense good.
“He’s a senior. We need
him to play with consistency,”
Kennedy said. “He’s had two
good games in a row for us.”
Senior point guard Jarvis Summers only scored six
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Ladarius White shoots past Southern’s Michael Harrel during Thursday’s game.
points on the night, and that
was due to early foul trouble
and not being really assertive
on the offensive end, going
only 2-of-5 from the field. He
did better at settling down in
the second half, according to
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APPETIZERS

BURGERS

Chicken Wings  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $10 .00

Big Max Burger  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .75

Spinach and Artichoke Dip .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $7 .00

Uncle Bud’s Cheese Burger .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .75

BBQ Nachos  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .00

Rob Rhea Burger .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .75

Rotel Fries  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $7 .00

Happy Cats Burger  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .75

BBQ

Coldwater River Burger  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $14 .00

Hog’s Pulled Pork Sandwich  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .00

Frogg Brother Burger  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .75
T H E D A I LY

CHICKEN

Chicken Tender Basket  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .00

Rooster’s Hot Wing Sandwich  .  .  .  .  .  . $9 .00
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Kennedy.
The Rebels will be back in
action on Sunday, as they take
on Northern Arizona in the
second game of the Emerald
Coast Classic.
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